Turn up the Heat…

Bell´s hot & spicy Flavour Range for Sauces
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What´s new?
Every so often, a flavour trend emerges and spurs a product revolution in the food
industry.
Recently, the global demand for spicier food seems to know no bounds, with market
driving retail sales trends and product developments continuing to focus
on making food hotter and spicier for ever more daring consumers.
The hot and spicy trend has been gaining steam in the past
few years, but it became essential in 2015 and promises
to carry forward into the next five years.
As a result, restaurants and packaged food companies
have been modifying their menus and product ranges
to accommodate for a changing consumer palate.
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Drivers behind the hot and spicy Trend
The trend has gained momentum as consumers around the globe are becoming more
adventurous with eating, experimenting with flavourful spices, artisanal peppers, unique
recipes and a variety of ethnic cuisines. They are willing to reach beyond products that
feature traditional flavours.
Reports indicate that Millennials are adding momentum to the spicy eating
trend, but food preferences overall have changed slightly.
>> Consumers are more interested in spicy foods
than ever before and that’s creating opportunities
throughout the food market – including beverages,
snacks, and full-fledged meals.
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Drivers behind the hot and spicy Trend

>> Millennials are interested in
more peppers/chiles/spices in
their restaurant foods, with 69%
of iGeneration/Younger Millennials
(aged 18-26) and 80% of Older
Millennials (27-38) seeking those
ingredients on menus. <<
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80% of Consumers enjoy hot and spicy Foods
The frequency of consumption and heat levels of hot and spicy foods continues to rise.
• Consumers are enjoying hot and spicy foods both when eating out and at home
• While choosing restaurants for hot and spicy options still ranks high, 6 out of 10
consumers now prepare hot and spicy meals when dining in
• Dinner remains the most popular meal for hot and spicy food consumption
• Consumers are increasingly interested in the type of ingredients used to make hot and
spicy foods, indicating a desire for complexity in the heat experience which includes
the selection of more ethnic varieties
• Jalapeno, cayenne and chipotle were among the preferred pepper sources; habanero,
poblano and peri peri peppers have also risen in popularity in Europe as evidenced by
the rise of new product developments with these peppers in packaged foods (Innova
Market Insights 2015)
Source: Kalsec
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Best Practice:
A new research carried out by UK supermarket chain Tesco shows that British consumers
are eating more foods garnished with hot sauces and accompaniments.
>> In the last five years, Tesco has more than doubled its range of hot chilli sauces from
around 20, to more than 50. The retailer has also brought in hotter varieties to meet the
big demand – from mild sweet chilli dips to mid-range Peri Peri sauces or extra hot
varieties. <<
One quarter of people are eating chilli
more often than they were before.
40% of respondents say that savoury foods
taste better with some level of heat.

Source: Tesco

40%
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Variety is the Spice of Life
There is not only a continued, strong consumer demand to include hot and spicy foods
as some part of their menu plan, but a desire to experience heat levels in a variety of
new ways.
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Hot and spicy Flavour Trends
• Growing use of various peppers for their heat, their flavours, excitation and colour
• The spicy flavour trend is transitioning from straight-forward heat to sophisticated
layers of flavour, full-flavours and flavour families (e. g. chilies in different heat
varieties)
• The intensity of hot sauces and condiments keeps moving up, based on the evolution
of chili heat and the heat spectrum
• Next to Tabasco and sriracha, more exotic peppers come into the spotlight for sauces,
and condiments, e. g. shishito peppers, roasted Hatch peppers or Thai fingershots
• Innova data shows that the fastest growing chili peppers in EU new product launches
are poblano chili, Peri Peri, habanero, espelette, chipotle and jalapeño peppers

Source: Mintel
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Hot and spicy Flavour Trends
• Other „hot“ flavours such as ginger, wasabi, etc. are becoming mainstream and add
complexity to food, especially to sauces (i. a. in combination with chili peppers)
• Consumers become bored and seek a change in the foods and beverages they
consume, creating a trend towards bringing the layered complexity of hot and spicy
flavours not only to condiments and savoury foods, but also to beverages and desserts

Habanero is yet another
hot restaurant term, firstly
introduced by McDonald’s
this spring in their Bacon
Habanero Ranch Burger.

Source: Mintel
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“Sriracha Mania“
Sriracha (a South East Asian hot chilli sauce) has become the “it” ingredient among spicy
menu items and products such as sauces, dips and snacks. The craze over Sriracha reached
new heights, when fans of the hot sauce were in a panic because the supply of Sriracha
was limited due to food safety regulations.

The Sriracha Cookbook
(Randy Clemens)

Original Sriracha Varieties
(Flying Goose Brand)

Sriracha Flavoured Popcorn & Chips
(Popcorn Indiana; Kettle Brand; Lay´s)
UV Sriracha Vodka
(Phillips Distilling Company)
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Market Data – Top Flavours 2010 – 2015
New Product Developments for hot Sauces & Condiments

1 Chili
2 Curry
3 Habanero
4 Piri-Piri
5 Jalapeño
Source: Mintel GNPD

6 Mustard
7 Pepper
8 Salsa
9 Horseradish
10 Chipotle
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Market Data – Top Claims 2010 – 2015
New Product Developments for hot Sauces & Condiments
No Additives/Preservatives

19,2%

Vegetarian

10,9%

Ease of Use

7,9%

No/Reduced Allergens

7,8%

Gluten Free

7,4%

Environmentally Friendly Packaging

6,8%

Halal
All Natural

6,3%
4,7%

Mikrowaveable

3,9%

Premium

3,8%

Source: Mintel GNPD

Noble Impression/
Premium Labelling

No Preservatives

Squeeze-Bottle
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Market Data – Top Countries 2010 – 2015
New Product Developments for hot Sauces & Condiments
Top Countries Europe:
UK, Germany, France, Poland
& the Netherlands

Source: Mintel GNPD
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Market Insight // Global Players
2 Market Leaders in Hot Sauces: Heinz & TABASCO®

The TABASCO® Family of Flavors® includes seven
unique and distinct flavours - with all the varieties
of deliciousness from mild to wild. Tabasco, USA

The new Heinz Ketchup blended with Sriracha
flavour combines the classic taste of its ketchup
with the added kick from spicy chile pepper and
garlic flavours – also available: a new line of chili
sauces from slightly spicy to extra hot. Heinz, global

Source: Mintel GNPD
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Market Insight // hot & spicy Varieties
Great as a dipping sauce, a marinade, a cooking
ingredient or as a delicious table sauce, Encona
offers a range of 12 delicious sauces.
In addition to Caribbean favourites, consumers
can now enjoy a variety of flavours from across the
globe such as Indian Sweet Mango Chilli, Thai Chilli
and Garlic, African Peri Peri, Texan Chilli BBQ and
Louisiana Cajun Hot Sauce. Encona, UK

Frank's RedHot is said to be the only
hot sauce with a perfect blend of
flavour and heat. The range consists
of varieties such as Indian style Rajili,
Buffalo Wings, Xtra Hot, Sweet Chili,
Chili & Lime and Sriracha.
Reckitt Benckiser, USA

Source: Mintel GNPD
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Menu Insight
Spicy flavours and seasonings have been a key menu trend across the 2014/15 period with
huge growth opportunities for the upcoming years…
>> Customising the heat intensity: 54% of UK fast food
users state that they would be likely to order dishes with
a choice of spice/heat levels (e. g. mild, medium, spicy,
very spicy) in fast food outlets.* <<

*Source: Mintel’s Burger and Chicken Restaurants – UK, August 2013
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Turn up the Heat…
Discover Bell´s unique and delicious flavour
creations for sauces like ketchup, mayonnaise
or salad-dressing and experience spicy moments
of indulgence...

Hot & Spicy Flavour Range
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Bell´s hot & spicy Flavour Range for Sauces
 Suitable for a variety of sauces and condiments: e. g. ketchup, mayonnaise,
dressings, pasta sauces, pizza sauces and even soups (cold or warm apply)
 Bell´s flavour varieties are also applicable for the foodservice market, catering
industry and restaurant chains
 Consistent quality and intense flavours that can be used as top notes and for
refining your product
 Heat intensity can be adjusted individually
 Aromatic tastes inspired by classic flavour directions and ethnic flavour trends –
from mild and spicy to hot and fiery…
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Application Recipe – Ketchup
Ingredients:
Water

Manufacturing Recommendation:
35,0 kg

Tomato Paste
(double concentrated)
Glucose Syrup (ca. 82 °Bx)

33,0 kg

1.

Weigh all ingredients.

2.

Mix water, tomato paste and glucose syrup.

3.

Mix dry ingredients and stir them in the liquid

8,0 kg

mixture until they are well combined.

15,0 kg

4.

Heat up the ketchup to 90°C and stir in vinegar.

Salt

2,0 kg

5.

Add Bell's flavours as recommended.

Modified Starch (Purity HPC*)

2,0 kg

6.

Bottle the ketchup until it’s hot and cool down.

Vinegar (9% Acid)

5,0 kg

Sugar

Total

100,0 kg

*Ingredion
This recipe is for laboratory demonstration only. It is based on the information, methods and practices which are, to the best of our knowledge, accurate and reliable. As conditions of processing and use_are beyond our control, we can make no guarantees or
warranties, nor can we assume any responsibility as to results obtained. Processors or users should determine applicability and suitability for their own purposes.
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Application Recipe – Mayonnaise (50% Fat, cold Method)
Ingredients:

Manufacturing Recommendation:

Sugar

3,0 kg

1.

Weigh all ingredients.

Salt

1,2 kg

2.

Mix dry ingredients except Ultra Tex 2000. Stir

N-Creamer 46*

0,6 kg

Water
Ultra Tex 2000*
Oil
Vinegar (9% Acid)
Total
0490821 Mustard Flavour
Potassium Sorbate

them in water until they are well combined.

39,4 kg

3.

Disperse Ultra Tex 2000 in triple amount of oil.

2,3 kg

4.

While stirring the water mixture constantly, first
slowly add oil then Ultra Tex 2000 mixture and

50,0 kg

vinegar.

3,5 kg
100,0 kg

5.

Emulsify by stirring vigorously.

0,05 kg

6.

Add Bell’s flavours as recommended.

0,1-0,2 kg

We recommend to add sodium benzoate and/or
potassium sorbate as preservative.

*Ingredion
This recipe is for laboratory demonstration only. It is based on the information, methods and practices which are, to the best of our knowledge, accurate and reliable. As conditions of processing and use_are beyond our control, we can make no guarantees or
warranties, nor can we assume any responsibility as to results obtained. Processors or users should determine applicability and suitability for their own purposes.
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MILD

0496677

Sweet Chili Flavour

Dosage:

400 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
600 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)

Declaration:

Natural Chili Flavouring with other
natural Flavourings, halal conform

A mixture of sweet and spicy – this blend is
characterised by sweet notes of paprika and
a tiny hint of hot chili.
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MILD

0496823

Curry Madras Flavour, ws.

Dosage:

200 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
200 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)

Declaration:

Natural Flavouring, halal conform

Various herbs, combined with exotic spices and a
slightly hot note create an ethnic flair within any
sauce product.
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SPICY

0496900

Harissa Flavour, os.

Dosage:

250 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
150 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)

Declaration:

Natural Flavouring, halal conform

Due to it´s strong piquant flavour, delivered from
coriander, ginger and chili, harissa is ideally suited
for rounding off any type of sauce.
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SPICY

5280026
Dosage:
Declaration:
0490571
Dosage:
Declaration:

Lemon Flavour
10 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
20 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)
Natural Lemon Flavouring with other
natural Flavourings, halal conform
Pepper Flavour, os.
500 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
800 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)
Natural Pepper Flavouring with other
natural Flavourings, halal conform

Zesty lemon meets spicy pepper: a pure delight!
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SPICY

0497458

Chili & Lime Flavour

Dosage:

300 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
600 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)

Declaration:

Natural Flavouring, halal conform

The aromatic touch of slightly hot chili paired with
the characteristic fruity and citrus-like notes of lime
are an extraordinary taste experience.
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SPICY

4500114

Sriracha Flavour

Dosage:

200 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
400 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)

Declaration:

Natural Chili Flavouring with other
natural Flavourings, halal conform

Thanks to the rising popularity of ethnic cuisine,
particularly among Millennial consumers, this spicy
red chili/garlic sauce is poised to go mainstream!
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HOT

0497595

Chili, Type Tabasco Flavour

Dosage:

50 g : 100 kg (Ketchup)
40 g : 100 kg (Mayonnaise)

Declaration:

Natural Flavouring, halal conform

This flavour creation spices up every kind of sauce
with the ultimate taste of tabasco – hot, spicy and
with a hint of paprika.

